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EX SESS _ 

Folder re: Dick Berlin Ol LL dae wa id We 
Re: Inventory to Hal’s DeLoach File — Yes 

@ O’Leary file Re: Thank you note from Hoover for piece in Star on 
5 FBI and WC. (copied) 

2 @ Sullivan to DeLoach 11/18/'’64 Re: Support for Richard Whalen who 
Y writes favorably about FBI (copied) 

Ye @ Dick Berlin folder copies (copied) 

@ Folder on Dl Morning News and FBI handling of stories. One of 
yx these deals with Larry Grove. (copied). The other w/ Hosty 

statement denied by Hosty. This was Hugh Aynesworth story in DMN 
that he must have gotten from Dallas detective 

@ Kansas City Star owner letter to Hoover (frst name basis) that 
was support for FBI after WC criticism (copied) 

dE) @ ibid. For Cincinnati Post and Times (copied 

y, @ DeLoach to Mohr 12/2/'63 Re: Drew Pearson criticism of FBI in 
MS his 12/2/'63 Wash Merry-Go-Round column. DeL talks about friends of 

the FBi in news media ready to go after Pearson if they got the 
word from Hoover. Hoover marginalia: "Unfortunately we are not in 
a position to comlletely contradict Pearson." (copied) 

@ More thank yous from Hoover to Editor of Cincinati Inquiror and 
the Ledger and Inquiror from Columbua, Ga. 

nay @ ibid. to Ray McHugh,GM of the Coply Press (copied) 

Hoover thank you to Lewis L. Strauss re: ibid. (copied) 

Bill Buckley a thank you from Hoover re: ibid. (copied) 

@ 

@ 

@ Hoover on Wm. Manchester and his book (copied) 

@ Second file on Manchester’s book (copied) 

@ Don McGuire, TV station KBJ, Hollywoo, CA. (copied). 

@ Wayne Freeman, Editor of The Greenville News re: ibid. (copied) 

@ Morgan Beatty re: ibid. FBI loved his radio commentary that 
innocently or not (did he hear from FBI and make a_ second 

/ broadcast)? (copied).


